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Bagno 26
"Rejuvenate in Rimini"

by Cicciotto

+39 0541 2 7058

Bagno 26 at Rimini is Italy's answer to Ibiza. Except that here, families too
can enjoy a fun day with volleyball, swimming and even a jacuzzi by the
ocean! Young parents can avail the baby-sitting facilities while they
unwind at the disco which features theme nights and DJs at regular
intervals. If art is your thing, the numerous ongoing exhibitions should
keep you engrossed.
www.bagno26rimini.com/

info@bagno26rimini.com

Piazzale John Fitzgerald
Kennedy, Rimini

Oro Bianco Spa
"Sea, Salt and Rejuvenation"

by Unique Hotels Group

+39 0541 38 5447

At Oro Bianco spa, the custom made treatments utilize sea salts by the
name Cervia and Trapani. Rich in their healing power, the salts dilate your
muscles, making the treatments easier. The spa contains special sea salt
baths, indulging in these baths helps you tone your body, mind and soul,
creating a healthy balance in life. Salts have medicinal properties and they
are used to treat a lot of allergies and inflammations. Apart from enriching
salt baths, you can indulge in clay and mud baths, that leave your body
feeling smooth and replenished. The spa has water baths, that help in
toning your body and making it feel relaxed, encouraging blood
circulation. A qualified team with extensive experience awaits you at Oro
Bianco spa.
www.orobiancospa.it/

info@orobiancospa.it

Viale Regina Elena 57, Hotel
Regina Elena, Rimini

I-Feel Good Spa
"Restorative Healing"

by tinyfroglet

+39 0541 30 9671

I-Feel Good Spa at i-SUITE Design Hotel welcomes stressed souls for
complete healing and relaxation away from Rimini's buzz and crowds.
Perched at the hotel's top floor, the day spa pledges some soothing views
of the neighboring sea, even as guests are delighted to find saunas, steam
baths, an infinity pool and Turkish baths at the fully-appointed oasis of
wellness. Restorative massages by trained masseurs and a
Thalassotherapy pool complete a revitalizing experience at i-FEEL.
www.isuite.it/en/spaPool.php

suite@ambienthotels.it

Viale Regina Elena 28, iSUITE Design Hotel, Rimini

by Libertinus

Life Club
"Fun Times"
Fun times beckon you at the Life Club. This nightclub is full of energy and
life with electrifying music spun by the popular DJs. Spread over two
floors, the club is packed to the capacity on weekends as the young and
uber crowd flock in to catch the theme parties, concerts and social events
held here. The club also has a great bar that offers an interesting array of
drinks to keep you energize throughout the night. If you are looking
forward to pep your nightlife in this city, Life Club is the place to go.
+39 0541 37 3473

www.lifemedias.com

info@lifedisco.com

Viale Regina Margherita 11,
Rimini

Touchè Spa
"Wellness Comes First"

by Unique Hotels Group

+39 0541 73 3855

Housed withing the sea-facing Hotel Princier, Touchè Spa promises
complete solitude and relaxation to escape the city buzz. This oasis of
wellness combines old-school therapies with the modern-day inventions
and treatments. Be it those restorative Turkish baths, sauna, massage jets
or refreshing showers, you are in a for comprehensive relaxation retreat at
Touchè. Couple massage packages and cosmetic regimes like facials and
cellulite-reducing programs are also offered here.
princier.it/

INFO@PRINCIER.IT

via Giuliano Dati 46, Hotel
Princier, Rimini

Riminiterme
"Rejuvenating Retreat"

by Zenspa1

+39 0541 42 4011

Miramare's Riminiterme promises a rejuvenating retreat away from the
city's chaos and buzz. The fully-appointed day spa offers a wide menu of
specialty spa treatments, physiotherapy, therapeutic mud baths and
revitalizing hammams. There is a separate section for rehabilitation and allround vascular exercises and treatments. During summers, the spa hosts
an array of beach-side events and leisure activities, thus assuring you of
an all-inclusive recreational break while in the city.
www.riminiterme.com/

nfo@riminiterme.it

Viale Principe di Piemonte
56, Miramare

Riccione Terme Spa
"Sanctuary of Peace and Tranquility"

by Unique Hotels Group

+39 0541 60 2201

Riccione Terme occupies a pristine location close to the azure waters of
the Adriatic Sea and promises a tranquil haven of leisure and relaxation.
The therapists offer a wide range of restorative treatments that combine
the healing powers of magnesium, iodine, bromine, salt and other
revitalizing salts. From rejuvenating thermal baths to lymphatic massages
and shiatsu treatments to cellulite-reducing regimes, Riccione Terme is a
one-stop retreat promising complete healing of the mind, body and soul.
www.riccioneterme.it/

info@riccioneterme.it

Peter Pan
"Great Disco, Young & Beautiful"

by petermcottle

Although it is intended as a metaphor, the name Peter Pan comes to mind
when you see the club. A small child who never wants to grow up. This is
a marvelous disco both because of its design and the people who go
there. Peter's (as it is known) is on Riccione's magic hill and attracts a
slightly younger crowd than most of the similar clubs in the area. The club
has breathtaking dancers, screaming singers and is loads of fun. It is one
of the best places to go on the hill.

Via Torino 4/16, Riccione

+39 0541 60 7728

www.peterpanclub.net/

info@peterpanclub.net

Viale Scacciano 161, Riccione

Prince
"Fun All Year Round"
This disco in Riccione Alta has definitely found the right balance in the
sense that there is something for everyone. There are two dance floors, a
splendid garden (obviously only open during the summer), a wonderful
American bar and a restaurant. The Prince is a nightclub which has a huge
variety of entertainment. If you are not put off by the dancers on the
stage, then why not find a "cube" and go really wild! A word of warning:
the club changes its name every so often, hence the fact that it shares its
current name with the famous singer!

by Antoine Julien on
Unsplash

+39 0541 69 2621

www.princericcione.com

discoprince@princericcion
e.com

Viale Trebaci 49, Riccione

Baia Imperiale
"The Splendor of Ancient Rome"
Baia Imperiale is an imperial palace with columns, fountains, two dance
floors and loads of music. It is one of the most popular discos on the
Riviera, particularly in summer, but it is also filled every weekend during
winter. Its futuristic and impressive structure and the beautiful girls to be
seen there (as was always the case in imperial villas), the Baia is definitely
worth at least one visit during your stay.

by phio

+39 0541 95 0312

Via Panoramica, Gabicce Mare
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